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Zoom Tips

Use Q&A if you have a question for our presenters.

Upvote questions to bring them to the top of the Q&A list.

Use Chat if you have a technical support question.

This meeting is being recorded. 

PowerPoint slides will be shared after the meeting.
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Poll Question

Please select the role that fits you best:

Family Child Care Provider 

Family Child Care Network staff

State government professional

State level professional (not state government)         

Training and technical assistance professional   

Other (please add in chat)
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Presenters

Juliet Bromer

Erikson Institute

Toni Porter

Early Care & Education Consulting

Megan Campbell

Child Care Program Specialist, Office of Child Care
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Overview

◆Findings

◆Recommendations

◆State examples

◆Q&A

◆Closing
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Overview

• The Multi-State Study of Decline and Supply sought to examine 
the reasons behind the decreasing numbers of licensed family 
child care (FCC) in the U.S.

• The National Survey of Early Care and Education (NSECE) data
show a 25% decrease in listed providers between 2012 and 
2019.

 

• The National Child Care Licensing Study found that the number 
of small FCC homes fell by half from 2005 to 2017. 
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Literature Review and Conceptual Model
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Research Questions

1. What are the reasons for exit among 
FCC educators? Where do FCC 
educators go after they leave 
regulated FCC work?

2. What are the factors that keep FCC 
educators engaged in regulated FCC 
work?

3. Why do individuals enter regulated 
FCC and what challenges do they 
face becoming regulated?



Study Sample

• Data collection across 4 states: 

– California (Los Angeles County)

– Florida

– Massachusetts

– Wisconsin

• 25 focus groups with 149 currently operating regulated FCC 
educators

• Interviews with 30 former regulated FCC educators who left the work 
between 2007-2020
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Why do FCC educators leave?
Factors behind decisions to leave and career trajectories
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Three core 
intersecting challenges

• Three core challenges intersected to 
contribute to former educators’ 
decisions to leave the FCC workforce: 

•

•

•

Inequitable early care and 
education (ECE) systems & 
policies

Unstable economics of FCC 

Difficult working conditions



Deciding to leave regulated FCC
Educators’ narratives of their FCC 
career trajectories indicated three 
types of exit stories from FCC: 

1) Tipping Point: 43%
2) Slow Burnout: 27%
3) Other Reasons: 30%

• Failure to successfully launch an FCC 
business: 13%

• Growing out of FCC: 10%

• Lack of fit or the realization that 
they did not enjoy FCC work: 7% 
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Tipping Point

75% of these educators move to 
other ECE or ECE-related jobs
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Burnout

Six of the eight took ECE or ECE-
related jobs after closing their 
FCC programs



After Leaving FCC

Two thirds (67%) of former FCC educators stayed in the ECE field 
after closing their business, indicating an attachment to ECE work.

•

•

•

Former FCC educators went on to work as teachers or teaching 
assistants in center-based preschools, Head Start, or public-school 
programs.

Two thirds of former FCC educators reported that more support, 
resources, and respect from ECE systems would have kept them in FCC 
work.

Our findings suggest that if FCC were a better job with more supports
and equitable compensation and benefits, fewer people would leave 
the work for center-based and school-based ECE jobs. 
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Why do FCC educators stay?
Rewards of FCC work
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Consideration of Exit

•

•

A majority of currently operating FCC educators in our 
study had not considered leaving in the past year, over 
a third (35%) had considered exit. 
Educators emphasized rewards that are inherently part 
of FCC work when asked what keeps them going in the 
face of challenges. 
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Rewards of Work

•

•
•

•

Joy of working with children (58%; 86)
–

–

–

–

Joy in work

Long-term relationships

Children keep you going

Help children living in low-income households

Enduring relationships with families of children (19%; 28)

Satisfaction of doing work that is perceived as a calling to make a difference in 
the lives of families and children in the community (19%; 28)

Work control and self-employment that comes from operating a home-based 
business (25%; 37)

– Entrepreneurship

– Own young children at home
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Rewards Vary

Our findings suggest that the rewards that keep educators in the 
work may vary based on an educator’s personal and professional 
characteristics and experiences.

•

•

•

Black educators were more likely than white educators to speak of 
making a difference for children and families in their communities.

White educators were more likely than Latina and other educators of 
color who were not Black to report that working with children and 
work control were factors that keep them in.

More experienced educators reported relationships with families as 
keeping them in FCC. 
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Supports
Educators cited supports that helped them stay in the field 
and that served as buffers against the challenges. 

•

•
•

Peers (including relationships with other educators in FCC 
associations) provided social, emotional, and information 
support

Family members provided both logistical and emotional support

Child care resource and referral agencies, FCC systems and 
networks, and unions offered financial support and hands-on 
help navigating ECE systems, but were not cited as the 
emotional support that kept educators in the work. 
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Why do FCC educators become 
regulated?
Motivations and challenges
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Becoming Regulated

Educators chose to become regulated for a variety of reasons, 
including the legitimacy that regulation confers as well as the 
potential for increased and more stable income. 

•

•

•

Becoming regulated communicated to families that FCC 
environments and practices were safe and healthy. 

Regulation provided access to programs that provide additional 
funding streams which could increase their income. 

Licensed FCC educators also reported having the potential to 
care for larger numbers of children. 
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Challenges Getting Regulated

The most common challenges educators faced during the initial 
regulatory process included unclear information, system delays, high 
startup costs, and inspection concerns.

•

•

Many of these challenges paralleled the challenges with ECE systems 
reported by former FCC educators, particularly those who left after a 
short time because they could not sustain their FCC businesses.

Furthermore, some educators chose to become regulated at different 
levels (certification and registration), in the states where this was an 
option, in order to avoid these licensing difficulties. 
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Implications
•

•

•

•

First of its kind study to examine the in-depth factors behind educators’ 
decisions to enter, stay, and leave the FCC workforce

Findings suggest that educators who exit as well as those that engage in FCC 
work are not monolithic. Their individual demographics, lived experiences, and 
motivations for doing FCC work need to be considered when developing a 
policy response to decreases in FCC supply

For FCC educators at all stages in their careers, making ECE systems more 
accessible and responsive to the realities of the home-based child care is 
essential.

In addition, systems reforms should prioritize increasing income and access to 
benefits for FCC educators, especially for educators living in marginalized 
communities of color and other communities facing inequities. 
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Recommendations
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To Address Challenges Related to Unresponsive Licensing 
Systems, Subsidy Policies, and QRIS that Create Barriers

States, tribes, and counties:

✓

✓

✓

✓

Translate system forms, documentation, and trainings, into languages that educators speak.

Consider using federal funds such as CCDF funding to support navigators who help FCC 

educators understand cross-system requirements, access resources, and complete applications. 

Ensure that licensing staff and monitors undergo anti-bias training in order to address the ways 

systemic racism and implicit bias influence the implementation of policies.

Implement oversight procedures such as inter-rater reliability training for licensing staff and 

monitors that improves the consistency of monitoring visits. Procedures should also ensure that 

monitoring and inspection visits are timely and minimize delays in processing applications and 

approvals.
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To Address Economic Challenges

Federal government agencies

✓

✓

Encourage states to use ARPA funds to increase compensation and cash assistance for FCC educators, with 
a focus on those disproportionately affected by the negative impacts of the pandemic and the economic 
recession. 

Meaningfully integrate FCC educators into plans for affordable child care expansion (e.g., the American 
Families Plan), including access to higher wages and benefits.

States, tribes, counties and local agencies that work with FCC educators  

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Expand FCC educators’ access to grants or scholarships for training and higher education.

Prioritize access to funding and resources, particularly for FCC educators from historically marginalized 
communities.

Include FCC in child care search platforms and making information about FCC programs more publicly 
available.

Offer training and coaching in business and financial management and marketing tailored to operating an 
FCC program. 

Help FCC educators access public benefits (e.g., health insurance) and design their program policies to 
promote their own health and well-being (e.g., articulating time off around sick days, vacations, and 
holidays). 
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To Address Challenges that Exacerbate Difficult Working 
Conditions

States, tribes, and counties

✓

✓

✓

✓

Simplify administrative workload across licensing, subsidy, and QRIS that result in 
additional working hours for FCC educators. 

States, tribes, counties, and local agencies that work with FCC educators 

Provide required licensing, subsidy, and QRIS training at times and in locations that FCC 
educators can attend.

Develop apprenticeship programs that make higher education more accessible for current 
educators.

Offer substitute pools and other administrative supports through shared services and 
back office supports for FCC programs.
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To Support FCC Educators Through the Intersecting Challenges 
They Face

States, tribes, and counties 

✓

✓

✓

Consider increased funding for FCC networks and FCC associations that offer 
peer support and help navigating ECE systems.
Efforts to support FCC educators should prioritize educators in historically 
marginalized communities.

States, tribes, counties, and local agencies that work with FCC educators

Design support programs and systems that are targeted and tailored to engage 
FCC educators specifically. Programs should consider differentiation of staff 
roles that work with FCC from those that work with center-based programs.
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To Recruit and Support New Educators Into the Regulated FCC 
Workforce

States, tribes, and counties

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Ensure that all steps of the licensing process are clear and conducted in a timely and responsive manner, including 
providing all information and training in a variety of languages.

Provide start-up grants for new educators to cover licensing and insurance fees, home renovations, materials and 
equipment, and background checks.

Offer alternative pathways and pipelines to regulation that allow FCC educators to move from a lower regulation tier to 
licensing while still meeting basic health and safety requirements.

Local agencies that work with FCC educators 

Enhance supports for new FCC educators such as mock licensing visits, licensing help warm lines, program policies 
development, and business practices. 

Ensure licensing supports are timely and responsive to educators’ needs.

Provide marketing materials, tools, and trainings for prospective FCC educators and those who are starting out.
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Contact Information

Juliet Bromer, Erikson Institute
jbromer@erikson.edu

Toni Porter, Early Care & Education Consulting
tonibporter@gmail.com

All reports may be found here:
https://www.erikson.edu/research/multi-site-study-of-
family-child-care-decline-and-supply-examining-the-
factors-behind-the-numbers/
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Do you want to continue this conversation?

Family Child Care Continuing Conversations

Friday, December 10, 2021

12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. Eastern Time

Register via this link.

Friday, January 14, 2021

12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. Eastern Time

Register via this link.
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https://www.zoomgov.com/webinar/register/WN_CTORa-S5Q7-89rDICCtw-w
https://www.zoomgov.com/webinar/register/WN_RjvYhpKVSl6TGMIEqSH3Pg


Poll Questions
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National Center on 

Early Childhood Quality Assurance

9300 Lee Highway

Fairfax, VA 22031

Phone: 877-296-2250 

Email: QualityAssuranceCenter@ecetta.info

Subscribe to Updates

http://www.occ-cmc.org/occannouncements_sign-up/
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